Topics and Projects TSI and Partners 2022

2. Capital and financial market trends
ESG and sustainable finance - sustainability regulation, market
transparency and disclosure requirements as dominant topics
for issuers, banks and investors; high adjustment effort, but also
opportunities due to progress in the implementation of the Capital
Markets Union (e.g. expansion of financing options for SMEs), focus
of the discussion will shift from financing existing green assets to
financing the transformation to ESG
Banks with mixed outlook – lower negative impact of
COVID-19 on loan portfolios expected, finalisation of Basel III
(‘Basel IV’) stretched in terms of time and content, but pressure
to adapt due to low interest rate environment, high competitive
pressure from fintechs and significant effort in implementing
sustainability regulation
Challenge of corporate finance – sustainability regulation
with special significance for German SMEs, focus will shift from
liquidity issues to capitalisation issues (equity and subordinated
capital)
Bond markets with high dynamics – inflation and ESG as
central topics, influence of interest rate turnaround and high
financing needs due to transformation, higher volatility in the
market due to reduction or expiry of central bank purchase
programmes
Lending business in transition - structural change as well as
implications of sustainability regulation on banks‘ lending and risk
strategies will gain momentum; competition and tendency towards
substitution by financing activities outside the banking sector
Capital Markets Union - EU Commission‘s 2022 work plan: reform of
European insolvency law and improvement of financing conditions for SMEs

1. Macroeconomic environment in 2022

3. What does this mean for securitisation
and asset-based finance instruments?

CO2 and climate change – global challenges of combating
climate change with implications for all private and public
sectors, tension between European regulation and global
standards (Greenhouse Gas Protocol and Paris Climate
Agreement).
Digitalisation and networking – technical and
structural development as an additional driver for
change in business models in the financial and real
economy (AI, DLT, cryptocurrencies, digital assets and
decentralised finance)

»

4. Fields of action of
TSI and its network for 2022
A.
B.

C.

»

Transformation of the economy – climate change
and digitalisation are driving structural change in key
German industries such as automotive, chemicals and
mechanical engineering
COVID-19 – continues to be a factor of uncertainty
with ongoing economic impact
Economy – recovery postponed until 2022 due to
shortage of raw materials, supply chain problems
and production bottlenecks, strong economic growth
for Germany and Europe expected in many places,
accompanied by a weakening of the pandemic but with
energy policy as a factor of uncertainty
Public debt – high direct or indirect new borrowing to finance
transformation, integration of private capital pools required to finance
investment programmes

Central bank policy – rising inflation and high uncertainty about its timing will increase
pressure on central banks to make adjustments; special challenges for the ECB’s interest rate
and monetary policy as well as in the collateral framework
Geopolitics – coordinated implementation of measures for CO2 reduction and compliance
with the Paris Agreement remain in doubt, energy and raw materials will gain additional
importance; competition to set digital standards at global level will gain momentum

